This diagram is for use with the
**Spinning Star Block**
project featured on our YouTube channel:

![YouTube.com/ShabbyFabrics](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

You MUST watch the video in order to know how to assemble the block featured below!
Be sure to subscribe to our YouTube channel - and never miss a project!

Finishes to 39½” × 50”

## Fabric Requirements
For the star blocks:

- ⅛ yard each of four different **reds**
- ⅛ yard each of four different **blues**
- ⅝ yard of one **cream**
- ½ yard each of two different **tans**
- ¼ yard **vertical sashing**
- ¼ yard **inner border**
- ⅛ yard **outer border**
- ⅝ yard for **horizontal sashing** and **bias binding**

## Cut the Fabrics

- From **Red 1**, cut (12) 2½” × 4½”
- From **Red 2**, cut (12) 2½” × 4½”
- From **Red 3**, cut (12) 2½” × 4½”
- From **Red 4**, cut (12) 2½” × 4½”
- From **Blue 1**, cut (12) 2½” × 4½”
- From **Blue 2**, cut (12) 2½” × 4½”
- From **Blue 3**, cut (12) 2½” × 4½”
- From **Blue 4**, cut (12) 2½” × 4½”
- From **Cream** (shown as red dot on white), cut (48) 2½” × 4½”
- From **Tan 1** (shown as cream swirl), cut (24) 2½” × 6½”
- From **Tan 2** (shown as tan lattice), cut (24) 2½” × 6½”
- From **horizontal sashing** fabric, cut (3) 1 ¾” × 30½”
- From **vertical sashing** fabrics, cut (10) 2” × 9½”
- From **inner border** fabric, cut (4) 1½” × WOF
- From **outer border** fabric, cut (2) 4” × WOF
- From **binding** fabric, cut enough 2½” × WOF so that, when pieced, binding measures at least 192” long.

## Required Products
- X-Blocks® BasiX™ tool
  - available at [ShabbyFabrics.com](http://ShabbyFabrics.com)
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**QUILT ASSEMBLY**

Assemble quilt as shown.

Please note that **Rows 2** and **4** have half-blocks at each end. Because of the additional vertical sashing, **Rows 2** and **4** will be wider than **Rows 1** and **3**.

Assemble **Rows 1 - 4**, pressing all seams toward vertical sashing. Sew a horizontal sashing strip beneath **Rows 1 - 3**, pressing seams toward the horizontal sashing strip. Trim to be even with the row.

**IMPORTANT:** The vertical sashing strips must be positioned visually beneath the center seam of the blocks above and below (as indicated by the red circle).

Sew **Row 1** to **Row 2**. Sew **Row 3** to **Row 4**. Sew Unit 1/2 to Unit 3/4.

Trim **Rows 2** and **4** to be even with the quilt.
ADD BORDERS
Add **inner borders** as shown, beginning with the sides, then the top and bottom. Press seams toward the inner border, then trim to be even with the quilt.

Add **outer borders** as shown, beginning with the sides, then the top and bottom. Press seams toward the inner border, then trim to be even with the quilt.

FINISH THE QUILT
Layer quilt top, batting, and backing. Quilt as desired.

Fold binding in half lengthwise with wrong sides together and press. Sew the binding to the front side of the quilt starting at any side. Turn the binding over and hand stitch to the back of the quilt.